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1 Executive summary 
EQUAL-IST aims at introducing structural changes to enhance gender equality within Information Systems 
and Technology Research Institutions, which have been demonstrated to be among the research sectors 
most affected by gender inequalities in all levels.   

In this respect, key for the achievement of the ambitious objectives of the EQUAL-IST project is the 
implementation of a highly effective dissemination and communication strategy that will ensure: 

• Raising awareness about the EQUAL-IST benefits and opportunities for partner RPOs and the 
different targeted stakeholder categories, that were identified in D5.1. 

• Increasing engagement and encouraging involvement of targeted stakeholders in the project 
activities, especially in GEPs implementation and expansion.  

• Ensuring sustainability of the EQUAL-IST targeted audience after the project’s completion.  

This report is the second interim version of D5.1 Dissemination Plan. The first version was developed during 
M3 and the last one will be submitted to the EC by the end of the project. 

The present deliverable describes the progress and statistics of the dissemination activities (online and 
offline) achieved during the project period M3-M15 including the project website, social media channels, 
newsletters, videos, press releases, scientific publications, workshops and third-party events and attempts to 
indicate any changes or improvements in relation to the initial Dissemination Plan.  

2 Introduction 

2.1 Intended Audience 
This document is aimed to be a practical tool for the project’s dissemination manager as well as for all 
project partners to efficiently develop their individual and collective dissemination and communication 
activities and contribute to the overall objectives of the project.  

2.2 Document Structure  
This document is organized in the following sections: Chapter 3 begins with a presentation of the updated 
dissemination and communication strategy of the project, highlighting its main phases and elements and the 
updated tools and messages. It is followed by Chapter 4, which provides a reporting on the dissemination 
activities. Finally, Chapter 5 presents some conclusions in regards with this reporting period.  
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3 Dissemination Strategy  
At the beginning of the project a dissemination strategy was developed (see D5.1 Dissemination Plan, 
released on M3) and has been successfully implemented according to the plan, as it has served well the 
dissemination objectives of the project for the first project year.  

During this year, a major progress has been made and the partner RPOs have investigated the internal 
conditions in terms of gender in their institutions both through the internal gender audits and through the 
crowdsourcing exercise via CrowdEquality online platform (D2.5 Gender Equality Assessment Report). The 
RPOs are now in the most critical phase of the project, while they are designing the first set of interventions 
to restore the gender balance at their institutions. By mid-September, the individual Gender Equality Plans 
will be ready and signed by the high management staff at each RPO and the phase of implementation will 
start. The phase of monitoring and refinement will follow in order to reach the end of the second project 
year. Taking everything into account, since the EQUAL-IST dissemination strategy (D5.1) focused on the 
crowdsourcing platform, the identification and engagement of the different stakeholder categories, the 
second version of this report must meet the new project needs. 

In this respect, the objectives for the 2nd period will be the following:  

• Maintain and increase the involvement of targeted stakeholders in the project activities, especially in 
GEPs implementation and expansion. 

• Continue the awareness raising activities both internally and externally. 

• Disseminate widely the project results to influence more interested institutions in the adoption of 
gender equality interventions, especially by the end of the second year with the initiation of the 
“Twin Research Institutions” (T5.4).  

• Expand the project to local, national and European level with the engagement of critical 
stakeholders. 

• Start the engagement of policy makers and influencers at regional and national levels to strengthen 
the environment for more interventions to both research and innovation policies.  

• Analyse and present EQUAL-IST results through scientific papers to be published into peer reviewed 
Journals.  

• Expand the project reach to EU countries and to non-EU countries and CIS. 

• Ensure the sustainability of project results.  

The aforementioned will be achieved following the initial dissemination strategy (D5.1) with the monitored 
and updated dissemination and communication strategy as described is the following sub-chapters.  

3.1 Synergies on Gender Equality promotion in research and 
Innovation 

EQUAL-IST developed an additional strategy ‘Synergy strategy’ to reach relevant projects in order to make 
meaningful and strategic synergies. This strategy is described in detail at the following chapters. The aim of 
this synergy strategy is to increase the collaboration between the EQUAL-IST project and other relevant 
projects, in the field of gender equality promotion in research and innovation by identifying common 
problems, discussing on Gender Equality plan development methodologies that each project prepares, 
establishing a joint task force for integrating knowledge generated from each project and exchanging ideas 
about future policy suggestions.  
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3.1.1 Methodology 
Collect the list of relevant projects 

Our first priority was to collect all the relevant projects in order to identify the common needs, the goals and 
expected impact so as to distinguish the different types of synergies EQUAL-IST project may make with one 
or a group of them.  

The targeted projects, we selected are funded by H2020 programme Science with and for Society, under the 
same call for Promoting Gender Equality in Research and Innovation, H2020-GERI-2014-2015:  

• GERI-1-2014: Innovative approach to communication encouraging girls to study science 

• GERI-2-2014: Impact of gender diversity on Research & Innovation 

• GERI-3-2015: Evaluation of initiatives to promote gender equality in research policy and research 
organisations  

• GERI-4-2015: Support to research organisations to implement gender equality plans   

• GERI-4-2014: Support to research organisations to implement gender equality plans 

All the projects we investigated synergies with are active the running period of the EQUA-IST project.  

Identify topic(s) of collaboration  

As soon as we identified the list of relevant projects, we carried out a desktop research in order to identify 
the topics for collaboration. In particular, for every project we studied the official description stored at 
Cordis website and the project website itself, focusing on the goal, the pilot studies, and the expected 
impact. After that, we grouped the projects according to the common synergy topic they could have with the 
EQUAL-IST project.  

Define method of work 

In order to engage with relevant projects in common synergy activities, we started by inviting them with an 
official letter (see Annex II) giving special emphasis on the motivation and the expected common impact. All 
contact details are publicly available at the project websites. Some EQUAL-IST partners have direct contacts 
with some of the projects and that eased the initial communication.  

Afterwards, we organised the way of collaboration. We requested the project official logo, the website 
address and social media URLs, so as to publish them at the dedicated webpage, developed by the EQUAL-
IST project for this synergy. After gathering all the replies, we organized a teleconference to meet each other 
and establish a first internal connection. After that, we developed a common mailing list to facilitate our 
internal communication to share relevant files and exchange information, best practices etc.  

Then, we presented the plan of activities and we proposed the concrete steps to follow, the means that will 
be used for the implementation of such activities as well as we set milestones to achieve.  

All the information about the EQUAL-IST synergies are available at the project website as ‘Synergy  Other 
EU projects” which includes the list of projects (logo, title), previous and upcoming events and activities, and 
informational material (e.g. joint Newsletter) etc.  

Exploit the available EU tools1  

This methodology will be completed and assisted by the offered EU tools and services. More specifically, 
synergies and common actions will be taken into consideration with the European Institute for Gender 

                                                           
1 http://eige.europa.eu/sites/default/files/h2020-hi-guide-gender_en.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/science-and-society
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/promoting-gender-equality-research-and-innovation
http://cordis.europa.eu/search/result_en?q=contenttype=%27project%27%20AND%20/project/relations/associations/relatedCall/call/identifier=%27H2020-GERI-2014-1%27
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result_en?q=(relatedProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-2-2014*%27%20OR%20relatedSubProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-2-2014*%27)%20AND%20contenttype%3D%27project%27
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result_en?q=(relatedProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-3-2015*%27%20OR%20relatedSubProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-3-2015*%27)%20AND%20contenttype%3D%27project%27
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result_en?q=(relatedProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-3-2015*%27%20OR%20relatedSubProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-3-2015*%27)%20AND%20contenttype%3D%27project%27
http://cordis.europa.eu/search/result_en?q=contenttype=%27project%27%20AND%20/project/relations/associations/relatedCall/call/identifier=%27H2020-GERI-2015-1%27
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/result_en?q=(relatedProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-4-2014*%27%20OR%20relatedSubProgramme/programme/code%3D%27GERI-4-2014*%27)%20AND%20contenttype%3D%27project%27
http://eige.europa.eu/sites/default/files/h2020-hi-guide-gender_en.pdf
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Equality mostly known as EIGE. What is more, the offered portal for Gender Equality mostly known as 
GenPORT is a community portal for sharing knowledge and inspiring collaborative action on gender and 
science, ideal for hosting relevant e-discussions and sharing relevant events. EQUAL-IST will examine and 
consider the possible collaboration with those tools. After establishing the synergies, the projects can 
collaborate to discuss the potential exploitation of these channels.  

3.1.2 List of targeted projects 
The projects funded by H2020 programme Science with and for Society, according to the European Union 
Open Data portal are:  

Reference Acronym Title Start Date End Date Call 

665937 LIBRA Leading Innovative measures to 
reach gender Balance in Research 

Activities 

01/10/201
5 

31/03/201
9 

H2020-GERI-
2014-1 

665637 GENERA Gender Equality Network in the 
European Research Area 

01/09/201
5 

31/08/201
8 

H2020-GERI-
2014-1 

710470 EFFORTI Evaluation Framework for 
Promoting Gender Equality in 

Research and Innovation 

01/06/201
6 

31/05/201
9 

H2020-GERI-
2015-1 

665851 GEDII Gender Diversity Impact – 
Improving research and innovation 

through gender diversity 

01/10/201
5 

30/09/201
8 

H2020-GERI-
2014-1 

710534 SAGE Systemic Action for Gender 
Equality 

01/09/201
6 

31/08/201
9 

H2020-GERI-
2015-1 

666008 PLOTINA Promoting gender balance and 
inclusion in research, innovation 

and training 

01/02/201
6 

31/01/202
0 

H2020-GERI-
2014-1 

710363 Baltic 
Gender 

Baltic Consortium on Promoting 
Gender Equality in Marine 

Research Organisations 

01/09/201
6 

31/08/202
0 

H2020-GERI-
2015-1 

665566 Hypatia Hypatia 01/08/201
5 

31/07/201
8 

H2020-GERI-
2014-1 

Figure 1. List of targeted projects 

The EQUAL-IST project is interested to make synergies with all the above projects. For a sufficient 
collaboration, we have investigated each project in order to identify the common topics.   

3.1.3 Collaboration topic(s) 
The aim of these synergies is double. First, we would like to exchange useful information between relevant 
EU projects in order to exchange best practices and methodology for the design and implementation of 
Gender Equality Plans. All the projects are gender equality oriented and also STEM oriented, so it would be 
useful to observe each methodology to improve any necessary aspects. Secondly, we aim to establish 
synergies with other, gender-oriented projects so as to exchange ideas about future policy suggestions. The 
sustainability impact of the project is highly essential and it is better, if we collaborate with other EU projects 
to find and propose effective measures for evidence based policy suggestions.  

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/cordisH2020projects
https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/cordisH2020projects
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3.1.4 List of participating projects – Synergy members 
Below you will find a table of the projects that accepted EQUAL-IST’s invitation to join the synergy initiative 
and establish common activities.   

Project Full title Usefull links 

 

LIBRA Unifying innovative efforts of European 
research centres to achieve gender equality in 

academia. 

Website 

Twitter 

 

Evaluation Framework for Promoting Gender 
Equality in R&I 

Website 

 

Baltic Consortium on Promoting Gender Equality 
in Marine Research Organisations 

Website 

Twitter 

 

Gender Equality Network in the European Research 
Area 

Website 

Twitter 

 

Promoting Gender Equality in Academia and 
Research 

Website 

Twitter 

 

Systemic Action for Gender Equality 
Website 

Twitter 

Figure 2. List of participating projects 

http://www.eu-libra.eu/
https://twitter.com/libra_science
http://www.efforti.eu/
https://www.baltic-gender.eu/
https://twitter.com/BalticGender
https://genera-project.com/index.php
https://twitter.com/GENERA_H2020
http://www.plotina.eu/
https://twitter.com/@PlotinaEu
http://www.sage-growingequality.eu/
https://twitter.com/SAGE_GEquality
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3.1.5 Activity planning  
In order to collaborate effectively, EQUAL-IST invited the projects and organized a webinar in order to agree 
on some concrete steps to follow. The 1st meeting reporting is online and it includes the collaboration 
planning. The link for the 1st synergy report and planning is available, here: (https://equal-
ist.eu/?file=repository/EQUAL-IST_1st-synergy-meeting.pdf).   

Turning to the next steps, EQUAL-IST would like to 

• communicate in a wider audience the synergy meeting report in order to increase awareness about 
it and therefore, receive message of interest to join from other relevant projects. 

• communicate the synergy report with other relevant projects, which invited to this meeting and they 
didn’t manage to join. 

• to enhance the common dissemination and communication efforts by promoting the news on social 
media. The projects can subscribe to the public list that EQUAL-IST created on Twitter, so as to 
follow all the news and be able to interact with each other. The list can be found, here. They can 
retweet, like and share news using the common hashtag #PGERI to reach a wider audience, different 
communities and target stakeholders and trigger interesting discussions. 

Physical meeting 

The synergy projects will have the opportunity to meet on 20-21 of November 2017, Vilnius at the workshop 
that GENERA project organises ‘ACCELERATING ERA DEVELOPMENT BY PROMOTING GENDER EQUALITY IN 
SCIENCE’.  

Teleconferences 

1. Proposed date: February 2018 Topic 1: user engagement 
2. Proposed date: May 2018 Topic 2: Internal resistances and challenges 
3. Proposed date: September 2018 Topic 3: Sustainability 
4. Proposed date: February 2019 Topic 4: Unintended consequences 

3.2 Updates on dissemination tools and channels  

3.2.1 Project website 

3.2.1.1 New website section on good practices  

After a thorough discussion during the project meeting in Portugal (June 2017), the partners decided to 
develop a new section on the project website, which will be dedicated to good practices. The main idea is to 
capitalize on the connections made through the interviews during the preparation of D2.1 State of the art 
report and the best practices gathered during the preparation of D3.3 Toolkit for designing and 
implementing GEPs in ICT/IST research institutions v1. Those good practices are foreseen to be made in 
public in the form of short interviews with interesting questions and contact details in case someone would 
like to receive additional information. This way, the website will be used as a repository of easy accessible 
good practices, it will increase the visibility of the project and it will be an incentive for RPOs to adopt gender 
balanced measures at their ICT/IST institutions. With the invaluable help of UNIVE, a first set of interviews 
has been secured with signed letters of consent and this section will be available by the end of this year.  

https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/EQUAL-IST_1st-synergy-meeting.pdf
https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/EQUAL-IST_1st-synergy-meeting.pdf
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3.2.1.2 Section of news 

The section of news on the project website is continuously updated to meet all the project activities and 
results. In order to facilitate the process and to maintain a quality of posts, the EQUAL-IST partners have 
decided to provide with a post once in a while, explaining in simple words the project processes.  

The following table is an indicative example of this planning:  

Next steps (M16-M24) | News items planning 

Partners When? Suggested topic for the development of NEWS ITEM 

WWU M16 CrowdEquality platform results 

ViLabs M17 Gender Equality Plans  

WWU M18 Progress on synergies with EURAXESS 

UNIVE M19 Good practices  

UTU M20 The use of gender sensitive language – internal communication  

UNIMORE M21 How to monitor the progress of gender interventions  

ViLabs M22 Project progress and next steps 

UMINHO M23 Twin Research Institutions  

KHNUE M24 The EQUAL-IST project for a CSI country  
Figure 3. News items planning 

In addition, since all partners are contributing in the social media posts with interesting articles, materials, 
results and readings every week, it would be useful to add a post on the project website (once in a month) 
summarizing the social media posts and collecting useful material for our audience.  

3.2.1.3 Section of Gender Equality Plans 

This section was developed in order to showcase the internal situation of each participating RPO to the wide 
audience and to the targeted internal audience. The public needed to understand the need for gender 
interventions. After the development of the individual Gender Equality Plans, they will be published at this 
section in order to be easy accessible. In addition, the results of the internal audits (D2.5) will be uploaded 
using infographics and visual reports to showcase the current situation. After the first implementation phase, 
this section will be updated to track the progress.  

3.2.2 Social Media channels 
Social Media Strategy was an integral part of the first dissemination deliverable (D5.1). For the second period 
of the project, we will continue with the same detailed approach, while making sure to meet all the new 
features of social media marketing.  

In this respect, we decide to use Twitter lists, apart from hashtags on Twitter in order to increase the 
interaction with related accounts. This way, we can also keep track and filter the news, we receive. In 
addition, the tailored welcome message for the new followers on Twitter will be accordingly adjusted to 
meet the progress of the project.  

The following updated message will be sent to all new followers:  

Thank you for the recent follow and your interest! 

It was much appreciated. We will keep you updated on the #equalist project.  
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Have you ever noticed the lack of women in academia, especially in leading positions? Are you aware of 
gender imbalances existing at Information Sciences and Technology research institutions and their far-
reaching negative consequences? Then, visit (https://equal-ist.eu/gender-equality-plans/) to check the 
current gender distribution at 7 universities across Europe.  

If you want to keep in touch and learn more, please, visit our website: http://www.equal-ist.eu and check 
also our Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/EQUALISTproject/ or/and join our LinkedIn group: 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8559876 If you like our tweets do not hesitate to retweet or/and use our 
hashtags in your future relevant tweets #equalist #genderequality #ICT  

You can also download the project leaflet and learn how to get involved in our activities  

(https://equal-ist.eu/communication-material/)   

The EQUAL-IST team 

Figure 4. Welcome message to Twitter followers 

3.2.3 Third party events  
Several events take place across Europe and worldwide focusing on gender equality issues that EQUAL-IST 
project aims to tackle. It is important for the project to be present in such events, both in order to reach the 
dissemination objectives set and to be aware about the scientific progress in the area.  

In an attempt to organize our future dissemination activities, EQUAL-IST partners indicated some interesting 
events that they are planning to attend:  

Date and Place Event 

September 6, 2017, 
Westfälische 
Wilhelms-
Universität 
Münster (WWU) 

Project presentation at the Workshop of the related project “Digital Me”, where the 
WWU Department of Information Systems is also involved (https://www.digital-
me.info/). 

September 2017, 
Krarkiv, Ukraine 

Kharkiv IT Outsoursing Forum 

October 2017, 
Venice, Italy 

Presentation of the EQUAL-IST Project to the Regional Equal Opportunities 
Commission. 

October 13-14, 
2017, Westfälische 
Wilhelms-
Universität 
Münster (WWU) 

Herbsttagung des Arbeitskreises „Frauen und Mathematik“ (Autumn conference of the 
working group “Women and Mathematics”), (https://www.uni-
muenster.de/FachschaftGHR/news/2016-17/idmitagung.html). 

November 20-21, 
2017, Vilnius, 
Lithuania 

Accelerating ERA Development in STEM by Promotion of Gender Equality in Research. 
Vilnius University, BASNET Forumas association and EIGE, with support of the Horizon 
2020 project GENERA, coordinated by DESY (Germany). 

December 2017, 
Krarkiv, Ukraine Kharkiv IT Claster Meeting 

First semester 2018 
(tbd), Trento, Italy   

Presentation of the EQUAL-IST Project to the Annual Event of the Centre for Gender 
Studies of the University of Trento, (http://events.unitn.it/saperidigenere2017). 

http://www.equal-ist.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/EQUALISTproject/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8559876
https://equal-ist.eu/communication-material/
https://www.digital-me.info/
https://www.digital-me.info/
https://www.uni-muenster.de/FachschaftGHR/news/2016-17/idmitagung.html
https://www.uni-muenster.de/FachschaftGHR/news/2016-17/idmitagung.html
http://events.unitn.it/saperidigenere2017
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February 2018, 
Krarkiv, Ukraine 
(KhNUE) 

International Scientific and Practical Conference of Young Scientists, Postgraduate 
Students and Students "Information Technologies in the Modern World: Research of 
Young Scientists" 

April 12-13, 2018 
ISCAP, Porto, 
Portugal 

Keynote Speech, "Empowering women in the IT/IS research: the importance of role 
models", "1st International Conference on Gender Research", (http://www.academic-
conferences.org/conferences/icgr/) 

April 2018, Krarkiv, 
Ukraine (KhNUE) 

The International Scientific and Practical Conference “Problems and Prospects of IT 
Industry Development” 

June 2018, Berlin, 
Germany STEM Gender Equality Congress, (www.stemgenderequality.com). 

June 2018, Krarkiv, 
Ukraine (KhNUE) 

International Conference "Circles Economic Development", 
(http://www.skced2017.hneu.edu.ua/index_en.php )    

Figure 5. Events to be attended 

3.3 Target groups and how to reach them  
The first deliverable of T5.1 defined, analysed and presented the project target groups. By investigating their 
needs, it defined the project’s dissemination goals and messages for each group and the most effective 
dissemination means to reach them. Annex III of this deliverable contains the analysis of the different target 
groups as presented in D5.1.  

After the first internal review of the dissemination activities a new strategy to reach more effectively the 
different target groups was designed.  

The updated strategy is based on a 2 email campaigns starting from M19 until M24 with the aim to engage 
and provide very specific information and messages to different target groups about the project.  

Particularly:  

• 1 email campaign targeted to policy makers & researchers to inform them about EQUAL-IST and the 
first set of Gender Equality Plans (M19) 

• 1 email campaign targeted to potential interested RPOs/RFOs to support the development of the 
“Special Interest Groups” in order to create the “Twin Research Institutions” as part of T5.4. (M21 – 
M24 in close collaboration with UMINHO)  

The email campaigns will be implemented by ViLabs, while all partners will contribute by suggesting specific 
stakeholders. The effectiveness of the 2 email campaigns will be evaluated and new campaigns will be 
designed to support the expansion of Gender Equality Plans.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.academic-conferences.org/conferences/icgr/
http://www.academic-conferences.org/conferences/icgr/
http://www.stemgenderequality.com/
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4 Reporting of Dissemination Activities & Statistics 

4.1 Project website  
The website is the key communication channel, which concentrates all information about the project, 
including activities and results. EQUAL-IST to effectively use this tool, maintains its content continuously and 
promotes it during all (both online and offline) communication activities to reach a wide audience. In order 
to monitor the audience reached, EQUAL-ISIT project linked the website with Google analytics and 
implemented specific functionality to count the downloads of the documents.  

4.1.1 Statistics 
The main statistics of the website traffic for the period M2 (website launched) until M15, are depicted at the 
graph below: 

 

Figure 6: Project website statistics for the period M2-M15 

Explanations of the Figure 6 terms are:  

• A session is the period time a user is actively engaged with your website, app, etc. All usage data 
(Screen Views, Events, Ecommerce, etc.) is associated with a session. 

• Users have initiated at least one session during the date range 

• Pageviews include the total number of pages viewed. Repeated views of a single page are counted. 

• Pages/Session (Average Page Depth) is the average number of pages viewed during a session. 
Repeated views of a single page are counted 

• Avg. Session Duration is the average length of a Session 

• Bounce Rate is the percentage of single-page sessions in which there was no interaction with the 
page. 

• % New Sessions is an estimate of the percentage of first time visits. 

https://equal-ist.eu/
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The image below presents the geographical statistics of visits to the project website. 

 

Figure 7: Map presenting the geographical website visit statistics for the period M2-M15 

The files developed by the EQUAL-IST project are available to the public and can be downloaded by the 
website. EQUAL-IST has set a counter functionality that returns the number of downloads. Currently 1678 
downloads are counted, including files such as the National mini report of each RPO, project infographics 
with results, the project leaflet, etc.  

4.1.2 Content maintenance – updates  
The content maintenance of the project website is a continuous activity since the beginning of the project to 
publish new information about project progress, activities, results. Below are presented the main additional 
content updates for the period of M3 until M15.  

4.1.2.1 Advisory Board members 

This page is dedicated to the presentation of the EQUAL-IST High Level Advisory Board to increase the 
visibility and openness of the project and as an honorable mention for their invaluable help to maintain the 
quality management processes. The consortium decided to dedicate a special section to present each 
member of the Advisory Board with CVs and photos.  

More can be found, here: (https://equal-ist.eu/advisory-board/).   

https://equal-ist.eu/advisory-board/
https://equal-ist.eu/advisory-board/
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Figure 8. Advisory Board members webpage 

4.1.2.2 Partners’ section  

In order to showcase the multidisciplinary approach of our team, we decided to improve the partners page 
with contact details, CVs and photos to reveal the people behind the project.  

More can be found, here: (https://equal-ist.eu/partners/).  

 

Figure 9. Partners webpage 

https://equal-ist.eu/partners/
https://equal-ist.eu/partners/
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4.1.2.3 News and events 

The main project activities and achievements are published through the website at the page News and 
at the page Events. These two have been improved to include the share button for social media. These 
two webpages are continuously informed with the latest project activities.  

 

Figure 10. Social media sharing buttons 

4.1.2.4 Synergy  

This page is dedicated to the description of joint activities with the EURAXESS network, as part of T5.2 
Establishing synergies with the EURAXESS Initiative and Network, and the common synergies with other 
related EU projects (see chapter 3.1.). The synergy page is to facilitate the communication with relevant 
projects, publish the progress on such activities and increase awareness to the wider audience as well as to 
expand common activities with potential stakeholders.  

4.1.2.4.1 EURAXESS 

In the context of T5.2 Establishing synergies with the EURAXESS Initiative and Network, a first webinar was 
organized by the EQUAL-IST project to investigate any opportunities for collaboration. This webinar resulted 
in the following common actions:  

• Close collaboration to ensure a wide dissemination of the Idea Crowdsourcing Platform. 

• Close collaboration to endorse the European Charter & Code for Researchers by the EQUAL-IST 
project partners. 

Those actions and the collaboration is ensured and publicly visible at the project website, where a dedicated 
webpage was created to explain what EURAXESS is and what is the relation to the EQUAL-IST project.  More 
can be found, here: (https://equal-ist.eu/euraxess/).   

https://equal-ist.eu/news/
https://equal-ist.eu/euraxess/
https://equal-ist.eu/euraxess/
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Figure 11. EURAXESS webpage 

4.1.2.4.2 Other EU projects 

EQUAL-IST project initiated activities to develop synergy on gender equality promotion in research and 
innovation with relevant projects (see chapter 3.1.). In this respect, EQUAL-IST added the synergies page at 
the website to facilitate the communication with relevant projects, publish the progress on such activities 
and increase awareness to the wider audience.   

 

Figure 12. Synergy webpage for Other EU projects 

https://equal-ist.eu/other-eu-projects
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All the information and updates about the synergy are and will be available at the EQUAL-IST project 
website: (https://equal-ist.eu/other-eu-projects) and the projects will be able to collaborate and 
communicate for dissemination and other purposes through the common mailing list: synergies@equal-
ist.eu.  

Apart from the dedicated webpage at the project’s website and the common mailing list, the EQUAL-IST 
project developed an image to facilitate the online and offline communication of this synergy initiative. You 
can see below the participating projects under the umbrella/initiative of the EQUAL-IST project.  

 

Figure 13. EQUAL-IST synergy projects logo 

4.1.2.5 Gender Equality Plans 

The aim of this section is to present the progress of the implementation of Gender Equality Plans (GEPs) in 
each Research Performing Organisation (RPO) involved in the project. To design and implement tailored 
made GEPs, first, we had to examine the current status of gender distribution at each RPO. After a thorough 
research for best practices, innovative approaches in the field of GEPs and gender equality in EU level, we 
established a multidisciplinary and multi-sectorial GEP Working Group at each partner university to get 
actively involved in the different design, implementation and monitoring phase. 

On the menu, you can navigate through the (7) different cases of project RPOs which develop Gender 
Equality Plan. During the course of the project, we will update this section to inform about the progress 
achieved and to meet the new developments after each implementation phase. 

Each subpage contains: 

• General information about the participating organization 

• The current status of gender distribution  

• The national mini report 

• Infographic about the gender distribution 

More information can be found, here: (https://equal-ist.eu/gender-equality-plans/)  

https://equal-ist.eu/other-eu-projects
mailto:synergies@equal-ist.eu
mailto:synergies@equal-ist.eu
https://equal-ist.eu/gender-equality-plans/
https://equal-ist.eu/gender-equality-plans/
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Figure 14. GEP in the University of Munster 

4.1.2.6 Resources 

The resources menu was also enhanced in order to include all the useful material. Now, the dropdown menu 
has 4 different options: Publications, Communication Material, Public Deliverables and Newsletters. The user 
can browse this way through the different subpages and find information about the EQUAL-IST project. This 
menu acts like a repository for the information that need to be disseminated to the wide audience. From a 
press release to a public deliverable, which contains useful scientific/nonscientific results, the website will be 
updated to meet the project’s progress.  

4.1.2.7 Crowdsourcing Platform  

One of the core elements and one of the main projects outputs is the crowdsourcing platform. Information 
about the platform needed to be publicly available to ensure the wide dissemination and the participation of 
critical stakeholder categories to the crowdsourcing exercise. The platform is also the innovation element of 
the EQUAL-IST projects and its methodology to develop co-designed GEPs with a bottom up approach. For all 
the aforementioned reasons, the consortium decided to use a friendly user approach and add multiple 
visible buttons that direct the user to CrowdEquality. Visiting the homepage, the user can click to buttons to 
get to the platform, one on the menu and one with a short description about the platform. This way, we 
managed to keep both the useful information and let know a new user about what the platform is, while we 
managed to ease the process with the button on the menu. You can see both on the image, below:  

 

https://equal-ist.eu/publications/
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Figure 15. CrowdEquality buttons – EQUAL-IST Homepage 

Apart from that, we continuously disseminated the platform, its procedure, its phases and how someone can 
contribute through news posts. After the completion of the 4 main phases of the crowdsourcing exercise, we 
disseminated the first results. We are planning to continue with more after the first project review on 
November 

4.1.2.8 Additional features  

4.1.2.8.1 Https Protocol 

Https protects the privacy and security of our users by encrypting the communication between the browser 
that the user is using and the server, which hosts the website. This prevents the intruders from being able to 
passively listen to the communications between the website and the user. This encryption also protects the 
integrity of our website. Additionally, Google search engine prefers HTTPS websites and give them better 
ranking on the search results.  

 

Figure 16. Https protocol 

 

4.2 Internal Audit process and Crowdsourcing Exercise 
During the internal audit process, when the partner RPOs were gathering the qualitative and quantitative 
data to investigate the situation at their institutions, they held a series of workshops with the different 
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stakeholder categories at their universities (students, administrative and academic staff members). Some of 
the partners took photos and all of them wrote reports. In order to increase the awareness about the 
internal work at each partner university and to present some results to the wider audience, we reported the 
workshops on the project website and social media. Some indicative photos are the following:  

 

 

Figure 17. Internal audit workshops  

4.2.1 Engagement strategy  
The internal communication and engagement of target categories at some RPOs was quite challenging both 
during the internal audit process and the crowdsourcing exercise. During the internal audit workshops, some 
of the partners found it challenging to reach participants, so a fruitful discussion was made on how to 
engage the internal RPO community in a meaningful way according to each tailor needs. Most of the RPOs 
decided to give Certificates of Attendance to the participants of the workshops. Below, you will find the 
template for those Certificates.  
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Figure 18. Certificate of attendance – Template 

The internal communication was also quite challenging for the CrowdEquality platform. In this respect, we 
developed the following guide/document to ease the procedure and give some ideas to the partner RPOs.  

CrowdEquality Engagement Strategy - Outline 

4.2.1.1 Introduction 

The goal of this document is to introduce a set of general guidelines to facilitate the internal communication 
of the CrowdEquality platform, which aims to promote the participatory co-design of Gender Equality Plans 
(GEPs). This is a dynamic document which will be updated by the partners and will offer good practices and 
ideas to ensure the successful implementation of the crowdsourcing exercise for the next months, until the 
end of June.  

The crowdsourcing exercise will be implemented in different phases. The first phase has already been 
implemented, but the partners will have the option to extend its duration until the end of June, while the 
other phases will be implemented simultaneously. Each partner university must choose the duration of each 
phase and will specify the allocation of time, if needed based on its users and results on the platform, by the 
partners’ telco on 5.5.2017.  

The target audience for this report includes only the EQUAL-IST consortium members. 

4.2.1.2 General guidelines 

The ultimate goal is to really motivate and raise awareness about the gender equality issues, without 
creating a positive discrimination or become extremely aggressive.  

The audience is divided in three different levels, as described in the project’s leaflet. 

• University students 

• Academic/nonacademic staff members 

• Administrative staff 

The idea is to harness the power of the online and offline channels to raise awareness and motivate the 
university community to enter the platform in the 1st place. After that, it is up to them to contribute or not. 
Do not spam or create a negative climate for the project.  
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4.2.1.3 Online engagement strategy 

4.2.1.3.1 Emails 

An invitation letter to contribute to the platform and shortly present the project will be useful to be 
disseminated to the university’s mailing list and other mailing lists, such as the Equal committee’s’ mailing 
list, if any. These emails should be tailored to its audience. Try not to spam and be reasonable, because we 
would like to inform, motivate and engage in a meaningful way the university audience to maintain it until 
the end of the project.  

4.2.1.3.2 Website  

A dedicated space to the university’s website is always useful. 1-2 paragraphs, some links and a photo are 
enough to inform the suitable audience.  

4.2.1.3.3 Newsletters 

Include some information about the project’s progress on newsletters. Try to make them short and concise 
and motivate the user to click on the platform.  

4.2.1.3.4 Social media channels 

The partner universities use different kind of social media channels. The most effective way is to find the 
social media manager of the university and provide him/her with some posts.  We have created some images 
on Dropbox to showcase the Ideation Phase. Other material will be also created for the other phases, which 
are equally important. Some social media messages are already here. The idea is to use those templates and 
adjust them to each university’s needs.  It would be also useful if you can post some Ideas and challenges 
each week with an interesting question. If a person is not motivated by a general idea of gender equality 
issues, he/she may be motivated by more specific issues that he/she can be related to.  

4.2.1.3.5 Facebook message 

Write something: Your opinion matters! Are you up to the challenge to promote #genderequality? We would 
like to invite you to e-share your opinion through “CrowdEquality” www.crowdequality.eu , the first pan-
European online platform that collects ideas and triggers discussions to foster gender equality and diversity 
at research institutions.  

[University name] participates at @EQUALISTproject. 
Make sure to submit your ideas by the end of April 
and bring gender balance to the University 
community & to research institutions around Europe.  

Guidelines: there is no need to add photo at Facebook 
because when you type the link of the message it is 
appearing automatically. 

 

4.2.1.3.6 Twitter message 

What’s happening? The 1st pan-European platform for #genderequality at research institutions 
https://www.crowdequality.eu E-share your opinion @EQUALISTproject 

http://www.crowdequality.eu/
https://www.crowdequality.eu/
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Add photo: [Pick one of them, the one that you like the most]  

 

Guidelines: Make sure to add any necessary tags (without affecting the 140 characters) on the photo by 
clicking who’s in the photo, e.g. @EQUALIST project @RPO, etc. This way, you earn some space to write 
more at your message, while engaging a wider audience.  

4.2.1.4 Offline engagement strategy 

4.2.1.4.1 Events 

Try to participate to university events and talk to people around you about the project. Disseminate some 
leaflets or make a presentation to reach a wider audience. The gender equality issues are important to each 
and every one when there is no positive discrimination.  

4.2.1.4.2 Coffee and lunchtime meetings 

It is a casual way to influence some colleagues or students. Spread the message and tell them how important 
it is to influence others. If they trust your work, then they will be happy to contribute and spread the 
message to other members as well.  

4.2.1.4.3 Face to face meetings 

It is equally important to influence high level staff and let them know about the co creation of Gender 
Equality Plans. Organise a meeting with the Equality Committee and they can be your most useful partner to 
an effective communication.  

For the external communication of the CrowdEquality platform, we used a variety of online channels and we 
capitalised on partners contacts to spread the message. More specifically: 

• More than 1000 invitations were sent to various contacts including women organisations, ICT 
companies, policy makers, universities, gender experts etc.  

• More than 7 press releases were visible at national and European level. 

• Daily/weekly posts on social media that resulted in a high number or audience reach, which was 

shared by related channels.  

Below, you can see an indicative example about the results:  
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Figure 19. Crowdsourcing exercise in numbers 

4.3 Social media 
EQUAL-IST uses social media to keep the audience informed on a weekly basis about interesting content 
related to gender equality, its activities and results. The social media strategy outlined at D5.1 Dissemination 
Plan (M3) and updated at this deliverable report was implemented carefully by the project in order to 
engage and maintain the targeted audience. EQUAL-IST posted on a frequent basis at Facebook and Twitter, 
while at LinkedIn mainly presented results, news and interesting articles as “food for thought”. The audience 
that the project reached so far is presented at the images below that are extracted by the corresponding 
official website analytics. 

Social media channels Audience Target for the 1st year  

Facebook 345 likes Achieved 

Twitter 203 followers Achieved 

LinkedIn 59 members Achieved 

Figure 20. Social media channels – overall results for the 1st year 
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4.3.1 Facebook 

 

Figure 21. Facebook page 

At Facebook, the audience is comprised of 344 people, most of them are aged between 35-44 and 25-34, 
while there is a clear imbalance among women (70%) and men (29%). This may be related to the fact that 
sometimes gender equality is perceived as an issue for women, instead of an issue for humans (Moedas 
Carlos - Commissioner for Research, 2016).  

 

Figure 22. EQUAL-IST Facebook Page audience 

When it comes to people reached and the wider audience attracted to the EQUAL-IST posts, the number of 
women (55%) and men (45%) is balanced, while we observe that a younger age group is also attracted (18-
24).  
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Figure 23. EQUAL-IST People reached audience 

In addition, the following table indicates the gradual growth of audience from November 2016 until today.  

Facebook Page - Audience progress in numbers 

November 2016 February 2017 June 2017 Today 

233 263 323 345 

Figure 24. Facebook Page – Progress in numbers 

 

Finally, the figure below shows that most people who saw the project’s posts find them interesting so they 
reacted and shared to their community. 

 

Figure 25. EQUAL-IST Facebook page reactions, comments and shares 
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4.3.2 Twitter 

 

Figure 26. Twitter account 

 

Turning to Twitter project account, counts 203 followers with a high number of 16.5K impressions. The 
figure below has been taken from Twitter analytics ad presents the impressions of the last 3 months (June-
August 2017).  

 

Figure 27.  Twitter impressions – 3months period  

Ιn addition, the following table indicates the gradual progress in numbers:  

Twitter account - Progress in numbers 

Period November 2016 February 2017 June 2017 Today 

Followers 70 108 170 203 

Tweets 47 81 133 157 

Figure 28. Twitter account – Progress in numbers 

Finally, a 28 days summary report is available, below and indicates the positive growth of our audience.  
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Figure 29. EQUAL-IST 28 days summary report 

4.3.3 LinkedIn 
Finally, the project LinkedIn account has 59 members which includes various stakeholders interested mostly 
in gender equality and not the wider audience. More targeted discussions and articles are published there. 
The table below indicates the progress in numbers for the group members.  

LinkedIn group - Members progress in numbers 

November 2016 February 2017 June 2017 Today 

40 46 57 59 

Figure 30. LinkedIn group – Progress in numbers 

4.4 Newsletters 
Newsletters are published on the website and announced through social media channels. The number of 
subscribers to the project’s mailing list reached more than 350 people.  

On October 2016, the Project Presentation Newsletter was circulated to the audience. The main transferred 
knowledge included: 

• Introduction of the project, its core idea, objectives and methodology. 

• Presentation of the Advisory Board Members. 

On November 2016, the 1st issue of EQUAL-IST Newsletter was circulated to the audience, promoting: 

http://tb7f.r.bh.d.sendibt3.com/53qsejrq7l.html
http://2axxj.r.a.d.sendibm1.com/3loy1cujrq7f.html
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• Introduction to the project.  

• Presentation of the 1st Capacity Building Session in 
Venice.  

• Invitation for the EQUAL-IST free webinar about the 
EURAXESS Initiative and Network.  

• Presentation of the project leaflet.  

On April 2016, the 2nd issue of EQUAL-IST Newsletter was 
released. This newsletter was dedicated to the CrowdEquality 
platform. Specifically, it contained:  

• Introduction to CrowdEquality - The first pan-European 
idea crowdsourcing platform for promoting gender 
equality and diversity.  

• Information about the synergy initiative with projects 
funded by H2020 programme Science with and for 
Society. 

• Links to download the project infographics about the 
current gender distribution in the partner universities.   

The Newsletters are available for downloading at the project 
website: (https://equal-ist.eu/newsletters/)  

Apart from the Newsletters released by the EQUAL-IST project, 
partners have also released some Newsletters at local level and at 
national languages.  

4.5 Press releases  
To the previous dissemination document (D5.1) the target for the press releases was set to 10 per year. For 
the first project year, the target was reached and the main press releases are presented in the following list 
with the respective links or evidence for the printed versions. Some of them are not in English but in national 
languages.  

Figure 31. EQUAL-IST newsletter  

http://sh1.sendinblue.com/ni6i6l8qgc.html?t=1491475339
https://equal-ist.eu/newsletters/
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• 26.08.2016 Girls Do Science ? The EQUAL-IST project designs Gender Equality Plans for Information 
Sciences and Technology Research Institutions, CORDIS 
(http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/134975_en.html?WT.mc_id=email-Notification)  

• 29.08.2016 EURAXESS DUTH (http://euraxess.duth.gr/?q=node/649#.WajkIcgjE2z) 

• 31.12.2016 Annual report of the WWU Department of Information Systems (WI Jahresbericht 2016) 
Printed (Figure 32) 

• 31.12.2016 ERCIS Annual report 2016 is the annual printed report informing about the activities 
performed in 2016 by the European Research Center for Information Systems (www.ercis.org). 
(https://www.ercis.org/sites/ercis/files/structure/downloads/ercis_annual_report_2016.pdf)   

• 24.01.2017 Annual report of the WWU Equal Opportunities Office  
(http://www.uni-
muenster.de/imperia/md/content/gleichstellung/newsletter/newsletter_wissen_leben_gender_ws_
2016_17.pdf)   

• 31.03.2017 EEUM INTEGRA PROJETO PARA A IGUALDADE DE GÉNERO, EQUAL-IST, ENGINews, 
Periodical Magazine of the School of Engineering of Minho University 
(https://www.eng.uminho.pt/pt/media/_layouts/15/UMinho.PortaisUOEI.UI/Pages/EventsDetail.asp
x?id=50400)  

• 05.04.2017  
(http://eurogender.eige.europa.eu/posts/crowdequality-first-pan-european-idea-crowdsourcing-
platform-promoting-gender-equality-and)  

• 13.04.2017 CrowdEquality: Idea Crowdsourcing Platform developed at the Department of 
Information Systems is ‘live’, Website Department of Information Systems  
(https://www.wi.uni-muenster.de/news/2382-crowdequality-idea-crowdsourcing-platform-
developed-department-information-systems-live) 

• 18.04.2017 CrowdEquality: Idea Crowdsourcing-Plattform ist nun „live“, Website University of 
Münster´s School of Business and Economics  
(https://www.wiwi.uni-muenster.de/fakultaet/de/news/1021)  

• 18.04.2017 Crowdsourcing: Sammlung von Ideen zur Gleichstellung, Website Equal Opportunity 
Office, WWU Münster  
(http://www.uni-muenster.de/Gleichstellung/aktuelles/archiv/2017/crowdsourcing-sammlung-von-
ideen-zur-gleichstellung.html)  

• 16.05.2017 (http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/203536_en.html)  

Apart from the press releases, the Ukrainian partners (KHNUE) have given interviews at national television 
networks presenting the project at a wider audience.  

• 08.03.2017 Interview about Gender Equality Perspectives in Ukraine: The interview was organized to 
discuss tendencies that are to observe in the modern society’s development and the most important 
problems of misunderstandings that we should solve to build our best future where people are free 
and have rights and possibilities to realize their potential. Watch the interview here. 

Finally, they presented the project at national press conference.  

http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/134975_en.html?WT.mc_id=email-Notification
http://euraxess.duth.gr/?q=node/649#.WajkIcgjE2z
http://www.ercis.org/
https://www.ercis.org/sites/ercis/files/structure/downloads/ercis_annual_report_2016.pdf
http://www.uni-muenster.de/imperia/md/content/gleichstellung/newsletter/newsletter_wissen_leben_gender_ws_2016_17.pdf
http://www.uni-muenster.de/imperia/md/content/gleichstellung/newsletter/newsletter_wissen_leben_gender_ws_2016_17.pdf
http://www.uni-muenster.de/imperia/md/content/gleichstellung/newsletter/newsletter_wissen_leben_gender_ws_2016_17.pdf
https://www.eng.uminho.pt/pt/media/_layouts/15/UMinho.PortaisUOEI.UI/Pages/EventsDetail.aspx?id=50400
https://www.eng.uminho.pt/pt/media/_layouts/15/UMinho.PortaisUOEI.UI/Pages/EventsDetail.aspx?id=50400
http://eurogender.eige.europa.eu/posts/crowdequality-first-pan-european-idea-crowdsourcing-platform-promoting-gender-equality-and
http://eurogender.eige.europa.eu/posts/crowdequality-first-pan-european-idea-crowdsourcing-platform-promoting-gender-equality-and
https://www.wi.uni-muenster.de/news/2382-crowdequality-idea-crowdsourcing-platform-developed-department-information-systems-live
https://www.wi.uni-muenster.de/news/2382-crowdequality-idea-crowdsourcing-platform-developed-department-information-systems-live
https://www.wiwi.uni-muenster.de/fakultaet/de/news/1021
http://www.uni-muenster.de/Gleichstellung/aktuelles/archiv/2017/crowdsourcing-sammlung-von-ideen-zur-gleichstellung.html
http://www.uni-muenster.de/Gleichstellung/aktuelles/archiv/2017/crowdsourcing-sammlung-von-ideen-zur-gleichstellung.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/203536_en.html
http://objectiv.tv/080317/naspravdi-nagaivskaya.html
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• 01.03.2017 Press-conference “Women’s Solidarity Week”: The member of the Horizon 2020 Equal-
IST team and coordinator of the Kharkiv Platform “Culture of Equality” Daria Nagaivska was the 
moderator of the press-conference and presented projects implemented Horizon 2020 in S. Kuznets 
KhNUE and also in other Universities and Research Institutions in Kharkiv. The presentation focused 
on goals and objectives of the project and prospects of Gender Equality Plans implementation for 
Ukrainian universities. If you want to learn more, click here. 

 

 

Figure 32. Annual report of the WWU Department of Information Systems (WI Jahresbericht 2016) 

4.6 Capacity building sessions  
During the preparation of the internal audit methodology and the internal audits themselves, 2 Capacity 
Building Sessions were organised for the support of the preparation, implementation and analysis of results. 
The aim of those two events is fully described to D2.3 and D2.4.  

In terms of dissemination and communication, those events were mostly targeted to the internal project 
audience, although, we decided to develop dedicated flyers and to live blogging on social media during the 
events. This way, we managed to i) increase the audience on social media ii) raise awareness about gender 
equality iii) let the members of the community of the partner RPOs to know what we are doing and 
eventually iv) meaningfully engage them during the internal audit workshops.  

http://nakipelo.ua/fotografinya-tvorchinya-politikinya-v-harkove-startoval-mesyats-zhenskoj-solidarnosti/
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Figure 33. Capacity Building Sessions online flyers 

4.7 Third party events 
Participation of EQUAL-IST project participants at third party events like conferences, exhibitions, and 
workshops is essential because it facilitates the process of networking with all relevant stakeholders, and on 
the other hand, helps in the dissemination of the project itself. 

Project partners as outstanding scientists in their areas, are often invited by this kind of events to give 
keynote speeches. In this respect, project partners included the EQUAL-IST in their presentations, tailored to 
the targeted audience. Overall, they managed to reach a wide audience including all the targeted 
stakeholder categories from policy makers, academia to gender experts or the general audience and they 
disseminated the project widely.  

The main third-party events, where EQUAL-IST partners participated during the first 15 months of the 
project year are described below:  

1. Presentation of EQUAL-IST project and crowdsourcing platform at the International Scientific 
Conference “Oliviysky Forum-2017” - KHNUE 

On the 8th of June 2017 member of the Horizon 2020 
EQUAL-IST team Ganna Plekhanova (S. Kuznets KhNUE) 
presented EQUAL-IST project and the crowdsourcing 
platform at the International Scientific Conference “Oliviysky 
Forum-2017” in Mykolaiv / Koblevo, Ukraine. 
The XI International Scientific Conference “Olbian Forum – 
2017: Strategies of the Black Sea region in the geopolitical 
space” took place over 4 days in Petro Mohyla Black Sea 
National University, where participants cooperated in 
frames of sessions and conferences. 

The Forum embodies the exchange of internatonal 
experience of the Black Sea region to outline the best ways, directions and nature of theoretical, practical 
and educational reforms adapted to the European standards on issues of public administration, energy, 
radiation and man-caused environmental safety of humans and the environment, ecology, information 
technology, philosophy, political science, sociology and language culture in the difficult conditions of the 
global financial and socio-economic crisis. This Forum continues significant dialogue of scientists in Ukraine 
and abroad on urgent and substantial issues on defining optimal ways, directions and nature of theoretical, 
practical and educational reforms adapted to European standards in the name of the Ukrainian state. 
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The topic of the presentation was “Implementation of the 
European Strategy for Gender Equality at the Universities of 
Ukraine”. 

The presentation focused on the main results and further 
stages of the EQUAL-IST HORIZON2020 project, as a 
mechanism promoting the implementation of the modern 
gender concept of the EU. 

Besides, goals and objectives of the crowdsourcing platform 
as well as current results of the gender audit at S. Kuznets 
KhNUE were considered at the presentation. 

2. Presentation of EQUAL-IST project and crowdsourcing platform at the International scientific 
conference “Transformations in Ukrainian Education and Scientific Research: Global Context” – KHNUE  

On the 25th May 2017 member of the Horizon 2020 Equal-IST team 
Ganna Plekhanova (S. Kuznets KhNUE) presented EQUAL-IST project 
and crowdsourcing platform at the International scientific conference 
“Transformations in Ukrainian Education and Scientific Research: 
Global Context” in Uman, Ukraine. 

The International Conference “Transformation in Ukrainian Education 
And Scientific Research: Global Context” was held in USPU to exchange 
innovative experiences and ideas on the methodology of various 
scientific fields in the context of interdisciplinary research conducting. 

The conference was attended by scientists, graduate students, heads of 
educational institutions, teachers of secondary schools, undergraduate 
students and all interested in the problems of transformation of 
Ukrainian education and research in a global context. 

The conference organizers are the following: Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine; British Council in 
Ukraine; Ukrainian Association of researchers of Education; Office of Transatlantic Mobility of Adam 

Mickiewicz University; Foreign Languages Department, 
Pavlo Tychyna Uman State Pedagogical University; 
Regional Center for Teaching Foreign Languages of 
Foreign Languages Department of Pavlo Tychyna Uman 
State Pedagogical University. 

The conference attracted attention not only educators, 
but also historians, linguists, economists. 

The topic of the presentation was “Implementation of 
the Gender Approach in the Teaching and Management 
Processes at the Universities of Europe”. The existing 
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pan-European practices of conducting gender audit of higher education institutions was considered at the 
presentation. The experience of the implementation of these practices at the S. Kuznets Kharkiv National 
University of Economics was summarized. Besides, goals and objectives of the EQUAL-IST project and of 
crowdsourcing platform were discussed. 

Besides, Ganna Plekhanova presented crowdsourcing online platform, which was developed during the 
project HORIZON2020 ΕQUAL-IST and attracted conference’s participants to use the platform as external 
experts. 

3. Presentation of EQUAL-IST project and crowdsourcing platform at the 16th Annual STS Conference 
2017: Social Justice in Science, Technology and Environment – KHNUE 

  
On the 8th May 2017 member of the Horizon 2020 
Equal-IST team Ganna Plekhanova (S. Kuznets KhNUE) 
presented Equal-IST project and crowdsourcing 
platform at the 16th Annual STS Conference 2017: 
Social Justice in Science, Technology and Environment 
in Graz, Austria. 

The 16th Annual STS Conference Graz 2017 was 
devoted to research in the areas of Science, Technology 
and Society Studies (STS) and Sustainability Studies. 

Thematic Tracks of the conference were: 

• Queer-feminist and Gender Justice Issues in STS 
• Sustainable Food Systems 
• The Mobility System and Social Justice 
• Towards Low-Carbon Energy Systems 
• Digital STS Discourses 
• Responsible Research and Innovation 
• General STS Topics 

In the frame of track “Queer-feminist and Gender Justice Issues in STS” the next topics were discussed: 

• Gender equality plans for higher education and science institutions in STEM areas 
• Motherhood and care-constructions and transformation through technologies 
• Critical, feminist, and engaged pedagogies within STEM and social science education: Learning and 
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teaching social justice 
• Social gender justice in academia and research 
• Women and GM crops: Understanding impacts and the need for socio-economic considerations 
• Queer-feminist science and technology studies 

The topic of the presentation was “Gender Equality in 
ICT Departments on the Example of Simon Kuznets 
Kharkiv National University of Economics”. The 
presentation focused on goals and objectives of the 
project, prospects of Gender Equality Plans 
implementation for ICT Departments and results of 
the gender audit at S. Kuznets KhNUE. 

Besides, Ganna Plekhanova presented crowdsourcing 
online platform, which was developed during the 
project HORIZON2020 ΕQUAL-IST, demonstrated its 
basic functionality and attracted conference’s 
participants to use the platform as external experts. 

4. Workshop on “Implicit gender biases during evaluations: how to raise awareness and change 
attitudes?” – UNIVE and ViLabs 

A workshop organized by the European 
Commission, with 70 participants, including our 
Maria Sangiuliano (gender expert, UNIVE) took 
place in Brussels on the 31st of May 2017.  

The outcome of this workshop was to develop a 
common understanding on how to identify and 
avoid implicit gender biases during the evaluation 
process in research, and in particular in Horizon 
2020. The workshop was designed in an interactive 
and participatory way. The participants actively 
contributed to the discussions and parallel sessions, 
and shared their knowledge and/ or experience of 
tackling implicit gender biases. 
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5. EQUAL-IST presented to EU Ambassador in Ukraine – KHNUE 

On 13 December 2016 EU Ambassador in Ukraine Mr. Hugues 
Mingarelli has visited to Kharkiv Region and S. Kuznets 
Kharkiv National University of Economics. 

The rector of S. Kuznets KhNUE Doctor of Economics 
Professor Vladimir Ponomarenko told about projects 
supported by the EU and about activities of the EU 
Information Centre at the University, shared plans for 
projects and initiatives of the cooperation with European 
Universities and companies. 

The delegation attended the Start-up Center «First Capital», 
which was opened during the project Tempus SUCSID. 
During the meeting, double degree programs which are 
acting in S. Kuznets KhNUE and other Kharkiv Universities 
were presented by students and alumni of academic 
mobility Kharkiv Universities. 

The academic mobility programs’ participants described the 
experience of learning in the European partner Universities 
and development of obtained competencies in professional 
activities. 

The member of the Ukraine National Team of higher education reforms experts Professor Iryna Zolotaryova 
who was the moderator of the round table presented projects implemented by the program Erasmus + and 
Horizon 2020 in S. Kuznets KhNUE and also in other Universities and Research Institutions in Kharkiv. 

Among other projects the EQUAL-IST project was presented to EU Ambassador. The presentation focused on 
goals and objectives of the project and prospects of Gender Equality Plans implementation for Ukrainian 

universities. 

Mr. Hugues Mingarelli highly appreciated 
international activity S. Kuznets KhNUE and the 
Kharkiv region in general. 
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6. EQUAL-IST in ENGENDERING HABITAT III conference in Madrid - UNIVE 

On 5-6 October in Madrid, EQUAL-IST joined the 
discussions about “Engendering the new urban and 
technological fields”.  

We took part to all sessions on structural changes in 
Research Institutions at the #engederinghabitat3 
@genderSTE Conference in Madrid: learning from 
other EU projects’ experiences is extremely 
important for EQUAL-IST partners. Below a slide on 
the resistances to change from the Presentation of 
Marcela Linkova, from the Trigger Project. 

“Facing the Global Challenges in Cities, Climate 
Change and Transport”. 

7. Presentation of EQUAL-IST at “Gender Hackathon: Technology and Media in Achieving Gender 
Equality” - KHNUE 

On the 15th-17th of June 2017 members of the 
Horizon 2020 EQUAL-IST team Ganna Plekhanova 
and Daria Nagaivska (S. Kuznets KhNUE) presented 
EQUAL-IST project and the crowdsourcing platform 
at the Gender Hackathon: Technology and Media in 
Achieving Gender Equality in Sumy, Ukraine. 

The topic of the presentation was “Experience in the 
Development and Implementation of Crowdsourcing 
Online Platform - Software for Addressing Gender 
Inequality at Universities”.  

The presentation focused on goals and objectives of 
the crowdsourcing platform as well as experience, 
difficulties 

and results of its use at S. Kuznets KhNUE. 

Hackathon gathered representatives of the All-Ukrainian Network 
of Gender Educational Centers of Universities from 15 regions of 
Ukraine and aimed at developing software (web-applications, 
mobile applications, social infographics) that would contribute to 
solving the problem of gender inequality. 

If you want to read more about the Gender Hackathon, please, 
visit: (http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/news/307-
hendernyi-khakaton-1-den).  

8. Presentation of EQUAL-IST at the 1st International Gender Forum “Global Gender Forum” - KHNUE 

On the 7th of July 2017, the first International Gender Forum “Global Gender Forum” was held in Kharkiv, 
Ukraine. Female representation in the political, business and cultural life of today’s Ukraine was on the 

http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/news/307-hendernyi-khakaton-1-den
http://gendercenter.sumdu.edu.ua/index.php/news/307-hendernyi-khakaton-1-den
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Forum’s agenda. 

The objective of the Forum was to create an 
ongoing platform for communication on gender 
issues and to support business and social initiatives 
as well as leadership skills development among 
Ukrainian women.  

The Forum was attended by more than 300 
representatives of the Kharkiv region as well as a 
number of national and international officials: 

Ukrain’s First Lady Maryna Poroshenko, the President’s 
Parliamentary Representative Iryna Lutsenko, 
Parliamentary Gender Equality Committee Head Iryna 
Suslova, Kharkiv Region Governor Yulia Svitlychna, 
Slovenian Ambassador to Ukraine Natasha Prah, officials 
from the Council of Europe and representatives from the 
USA, Australian, German, Polish, and Macedonian 
diplomatic missions to Ukraine. 

Members of the Horizon 2020 EQUAL-IST team Oksana 
Tsukan and Ganna Plekhanova (S. Kuznets KhNUE) held a post presentation of the EQUAL-IST project at the 
Forum and distributed project leaflets. EQUAL-IST results and achievements were also part of the discussion 
during one of the Forum’s section.  

Besides, EQUAL-IST project was recognized as one of the best practices in the Kharkiv region of the grant 
support for gender equality projects. 
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9. R2B - Research to Business 2017: EQUAL-IST Presentation at the Workshop "Does Industry 4.0 have a 
gender?" – UNIMORE 

The necessary interventions in research and 
education: the EQUAL-IST project and the Digital 
Girls summer camp 

The Workshop "Does Industry 4.0 have a gender?" 
organized within the annual event R2B - Research to 
Business 2017 in Bologna, during the 8th and 9th of 
June 2017, focused on the gender dimension in 
education and research, and the future impact of 
the current situation on the future Industry 4.0. It 
was a great opportunity to present the EQUAL-IST 
project and the results obtained so far in terms of 
internal gender audit, highlighting the adopted 
participatory methodological approach and 

describing the next steps of the project. The audience included decision makers at the local and regional 
level in the field of education in ICT.  

#R2B2017 #genderineducation #genderinresearch 

More information about the presentation can be found, here: 
(http://www.rdueb.it/rdueb17/schedules/industria-40-ha-un-genere/?lang=en).   

http://www.rdueb.it/rdueb17/schedules/industria-40-ha-un-genere/?lang=en
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10. ECIS 25th European Conference on Information Systems and AIS (Association for Information Systems) 
Women Networking Event at the 25th European Conference on Information Systems – WWU 

Elena Gorbacheva presented her research for the EQUAL- 
IST project at the top Conference ECIS 25th European 
Conference on Information Systems. Elena is the Equal 
Opportunities Officer at the School of Business and 
Economics ERCIS. The title of her presentation is “IT-Enables 
Idea Crowdsourcing – a mean to promote gender equity in 
IT research institutions”  

More information about the conference can be found, here: 
(http://www.ecis
2017.eu/ecis201

7-program)  

After the presentation at the conference, Elena continued with 
her presentation at the Women Networking Event. Elena shared 
some insights into the EQUAL-IST EU-Funded Project and had 
fruitful discussions with the participants that are very enthusiastic 
with the project.  

 

11. SWIM (National Association of Science Writers in Italy): Workshop on “Gender in Science. The role of 
Media” - UNIVE 

On the 10th of June 2017, the annual meeting of SWIM (National Association of Science Writers in Italy) co-
organized by Università Ca' Foscari, hosted a workshop on gender in media which gave the opportunity to 
present the EQUAL-IST project, partner's actions focused on Institutional Communication and the 
CrowdEquality Platform. Maria Sangiuliano presented “Changing the representation of women in ICT/IST 
through structural change and gender equality in research institutions: the EQUAL-IST project”.  

More details about the workshop can be found, here: (http://www.sciencewriters.it/wp/swimmers/venezia-
2017-la-locandina/)   

12. 16th Annual STS conference Graz 2017 – UMINHO and KHNUE 

During the 8th and 9th of May 2017, the 16th Annual STS conference was held in Graz, Austria, where the 
EQUAL-IST project was presented. Invited Chair of the Session: “Gender equality plans for higher education 
and science in STEM areas" with the presentation “Gender equality in ICT departments in European 
collaborations in nano S&T” by Plekhanova Ganna.  

 

4.8 Scientific publications  
EQUAL-IST scientific publications are available at the project website. For each publication, there is a link 
redirecting to the scientific magazine or digital library. Since, this is the first year of the project, where a 
great majority of data was accumulated, more scientific papers are expected for the 2nd and 3rd year of the 
project.  

http://www.ecis2017.eu/ecis2017-program
http://www.ecis2017.eu/ecis2017-program
http://www.ecis2017.eu/ecis2017-program
http://www.sciencewriters.it/wp/swimmers/venezia-2017-la-locandina/
http://www.sciencewriters.it/wp/swimmers/venezia-2017-la-locandina/
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• Gorbacheva, E., & Barann, B. (2017). IT-Enabled Idea Crowdsourcing — A Mean to Promote Gender 
Equity in IT Research Institutions. In Proceedings of the 25th European Conference on Information 
Systems (ECIS), Guimarães, Portugal, 1281–1298.  

Abstract: The paper is aimed at enhancing understanding of how under-representation of women in IT 
(Information Technology) research institutions, as well as other challenges related to gender equity, can be 
addressed with the help of IT-enabled idea crowdsourcing. A systematic literature review was conducted to 
understand how the topic of gender equity promotion via collaboratively used IT artefacts has been 
addressed in extant research. Insights from the literature review, overview of existing related IT artefacts, 
and iterative discussions with scholars in the IT field have resulted in a set of requirements to the idea 
crowdsourcing platform aimed at the promotion of gender equity in IT research institutions. These 
requirements were analysed further and could be categorised into those specific for the target platform and 
those relevant also for other idea crowdsourcing platforms (with or without further adaptation). This study 
addresses a novel and important research topic and might be of value for practitioners. 

The full publication is accessed, here: (http://aisel.aisnet.org/ecis2017_rp/83/)  

4.9 PowerPoint Presentation  
In order to facilitate the presentation of the core ideas of the EQUAL-IST project, a standard template for the 
project presentation was developed and was secured on Dropbox to be available for all partners. This way, 
all partners are able to adjust it according to their presentation’s needs or even translate it to their national 
languages. This presentation will be updated during the course of the project to meet project’s new 
achievements and milestones.  

http://aisel.aisnet.org/ecis2017_rp/83/
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Figure 34. The standard project presentation – MS PowerPoint Slides 
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4.10 Overall presentation – 1st year  
In addition to the previous chapter about the general, standard presentation, which is available to use from 
all partners, we have also created another project presentation targeted at the general audience, 
recognizing the importance of showcasing in simple words what has be done. It presents the implementation 
process for the 1st period of the project until the project meeting in Portugal. It is shared on the online 
channels and it is available on the project website. More can be found, here: (https://equal-
ist.eu/?file=repository/The-implementation-process.pdf).   

 

 

Figure 35. Last slide of the implementation process presentation 

4.11 Brochure 
EQUAL-IST developed and produced a dedicated leaflet presenting overall information about the project. 
The aim of this brochure is to provide the general audience with information about the challenge that the 
project tackles, its methodology and finally, to engage with the audience in a meaningful way through the 
project activities. Some partners decided to translate this brochure at the local language such as the 
Ukrainian partners to attract more people especially, during the crowdsourcing exercise.  

The brochures are intended for publication primarily in hardcopies and through the project website:  

https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/The-implementation-process.pdf
https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/The-implementation-process.pdf
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(https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/Equalist_Brochure_WEB.pdf) 

 
Figure 36. EQUAL-IST Brochure Page 1 

 
Figure 37. EQUAL-IST Brochure Page 2 

4.12 Other dissemination activities  
During the course of the project and by implementing the planned dissemination strategy (D5.1), we came 
through various opportunities to expand our audience. More specifically, we decided to be subscribed as 
members to two major communities/online platforms.  

4.12.1 GenPORT 
EQUAL-IST participates in GenPORT, a developing online community of practitioners, policy-makers and 
researchers is served by the GenPORT portal, and made up of organisations and individuals working across 
the globe for gender equality and excellence in science, technology and innovation. Click here and find more 
about (http://www.genderportal.eu/projects/gender-equality-plans-information-sciences-and-technology-
research-institutions).   

https://equal-ist.eu/?file=repository/Equalist_Brochure_WEB.pdf
http://www.genderportal.eu/projects/gender-equality-plans-information-sciences-and-technology-research-institutions
http://www.genderportal.eu/projects/gender-equality-plans-information-sciences-and-technology-research-institutions
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Figure 38. EQUAL-IST profile on GenPORT 

While participating at the GenPORT platform, EQUAL-IST took part in an e-Discussion for “gender balance in 
decision-making in Research organisations.” More information can be found, here. 

 

Figure 39. GenPORT e-discussion details 

http://www.genderportal.eu/%E2%80%A6/e-discussion-gender-balance-de%E2%80%A6
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4.12.2 EuroGender  
EQUAL-IST is in close cooperation with the European Institute of Gender Equality (EIGE). In order to enhance 
our cooperation and get in touch with the gender related community, EQUAL-IST is now a proud member of 
EuroGender, which is EIGE’s online consultation and cooperation platform. 

 

Please, find our profile here. 

4.13 Overall monitoring and evaluation  

Measurable Indicator 
Target Value by the end of the 

project 

1st project year results 

M3-15 

Number of awareness raising 
events organised by the project 

7 They will start at a later stage 

Number of meetings with high 
management levels in each RPO 

10 

At least 3 at each RPO to ensure 
their involvement during the 

internal audits and the 
crowdsourcing exercise and to 

present the results and ask 
permission for the 

implementation of the Gender 
Equality Plan 

Number of Special Interest 
Groups of “Twin Research 

Institutions” 
50 RPOs It starts on M22 (T5.4) 

Number of faculties to be 
influenced in each RPO involved 

in the consortium 
5 

To be achieved by the end of the 
project 

Number of couples of “Twin 
Research Institutions” 

15 It starts on M22 (T5.4) 

Number of participants in the 
project final conference 

200 individuals representing 20 
RPOs, 10 RFOs and other 

stakeholders 

To be achieved by the end of the 
project. 

http://eurogender.eige.europa.eu/users/equal-ist
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Figure 40. Dissemination indicators 

5 Conclusions 
This document provides an updated overview of the project dissemination and communication strategy, 
highlighting its key elements:  

• The various dissemination channels and tools that are used and their results 

• The updated key communication messages and target groups 

• Reporting on dissemination activities during the 1st project year  

• Monitoring and evaluation of the dissemination activities 

The dissemination plan presented in this deliverable covers the first year of the project and presents the 
progress achieved until M15. Overall, the targets of the first period of the project were achieved and the 
project has been successfully disseminated and communicated to the target audience. Partners will use this 
document as the updated strategy which will be further reviewed, revised and updated as dissemination 
materials and specific strategies are evaluated for their reach, effectiveness in targeting particular 
stakeholders and alignment with stakeholder interests. Any adjustments related to the dissemination plan 
together with progress in dissemination activities will be reported in the next version of this deliverable 
(D5.8 Dissemination Plan and Progress report v2) that will be submitted to the EC in Month 36.  

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Research faculties and 
RPOs engaged and influenced by 
the project to implement GEPs 

50 
To be achieved by the end of the 

project. 

Number of local internal raising 
events 

1 event at each RPO They will start at a later stage 

Number of external events 
attended 

More than 3 per year 
Achieved 

More than 15 attended 

Number of press releases 
published 

More than 10 per year Achieved 

Number of brochures distributed More than 500 each partner Achieved 

Number of newsletters released every six months Achieved 
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6 Annex Ι Dissemination Reporting template 

6.1 Template for reporting the EQUAL-IST publication 

General Information 

Title of publication  

Date published  

Website name / magazine 
name 

 

Description of the website / 
magazine 

 

Website/magazine URL  

Views access  

Pictures  (to be uploaded at project Facebook page – sent us your Facebook 
email to assign you edit role) 

Short description to be 
added under ‘news’ in the 
project’s website 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Template for reporting the participation of EQUAL-IST in 
third party events 

General Information 

Name of event  

Date  

Location  

Event organizer  

Event website  

Description of the event 
(objectives, target audience 
etc.) 

 

Results  

EQUAL-IST Partners 
attending the event  

 

Type of participation (brief 
descriptions of activities) 
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Estimated number of 
participants reached 

 

Pictures  (to be uploaded at project Facebook account) 

Remarks/Recommendations  

Website 

Short description to be 
added under ‘news’ in the 
project’s website 

 

 

 

 

6.3 Google form to report every dissemination activity  
This google form is used by the partners to register their dissemination activities once in 6 months.  
(https://docs.google.com/a/vilabs.eu/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeG-
PI1acG6LIX_YvqqQERUfJCCHUesXoyf4gyU4QF0sGIoWQ/viewform?c=0&w=1).  

7 Annex II Synergies on Gender Equality promotion in 
research and Innovation 

7.1 Invitation letter 

Dear [project coordinator name], 

I would like to invite you to join the synergy on exchanging Gender Equality Plan development methodology 
that EQUAL-IST project leads. The project is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 Framework Programme and is 
aimed at introducing structural changes to enhance gender equality within Information Systems and 
Technology Research Institutions.  

The European Commission motivated us to launch this synergy with related projects in order to address the 
high need, we all have: for data and building on previous experiences. The main target of this synergy is to 
identify common problems, discuss on methodologies to develop gender equality plans that each project 
prepares, and establish a joint task force.  

In practice, this synergy is comprised by projects funded by H2020 programme Science with and for Society, 
under the same call focusing on Promoting Gender Equality in Research and Innovation, H2020-GERI-2014-
2015.  All the projects that are members of this synergy are oriented to develop Gender Equality Plans, so it 
would be useful to exchange information and observe the different methodologies and approaches and how 
they are implemented, so we can all develop effective practices during the lifetime of our projects.  

We have identified your project as a possible member of our synergy and we would be honoured to have 
you join. We believe that joining this synergy, the sustainability impact for your project will be highly 
essential and it is better, if we collaborate find and propose effective measures. 

Participation is free and there are no mandatory requirements for members. We are now developing a 
concrete plan of activities, we can all discuss together.  

https://docs.google.com/a/vilabs.eu/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeG-PI1acG6LIX_YvqqQERUfJCCHUesXoyf4gyU4QF0sGIoWQ/viewform?c=0&w=1
https://docs.google.com/a/vilabs.eu/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeG-PI1acG6LIX_YvqqQERUfJCCHUesXoyf4gyU4QF0sGIoWQ/viewform?c=0&w=1
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Please, reply to this email providing your contact details, if you would like to join the synergy on exchanging 
GEP development methodologies and efficiency approaches and we will get in touch for details of your 
participation and plan of activities. 

We thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

Best regards, 

[Project coordinator name and signature] 

7.2 Invitation sent – Contact details 

Project Project coordinator Status 

LIBRA Isabelle Vernos, Project Coordinator: isabelle.vernos@crg.eu  Invitation sent to 
Isabelle 

GENERA No name available, Project coordinator: genera@desy.de  Invitation sent to 
Thomas 

PLOTINA Contact form: http://www.plotina.eu/plotina-contact/ Invitation sent 

SAGE No available website, Assoc.Prof.Dr. Mary Lou O'Neil, KHAS 
Coordinator, Rosa Maria Quirant Quiles, Project Manager: 
mloneil@khas.edu.tr, rosa.quiles@khas.edu.tr information accessed 
by: http://www.khas.edu.tr/gender/120  

Invitation sent to 
Rosa 

Baltic 
Gender 

Dr. Başak Kısakürek Ibsen, Scientific Manager of Baltic Gender 
(Horizon 2020): bkisakurek@geomar.de    

Invitation sent to Dr. 
Basak 

Hypatia Marjolein van Breemen: vanbreemen@e-nemo.nl  Invitation sent 

GEDII Jörg Müller: jmuller@uoc.edu  

Nicole Bienge, Project communications: Nicole.bienge@vde.com  

Invitation sent to 
Jorg 

EFFORTI Susanne Bührer-Topçu: s.buehrer@isi.fraIunhofer.de  Invitation sent 

 

8 Annex III Analysis of target groups (D5.1) 

Stakeholder 
Category 

Profile Reason of Engagement 

Policy 
makers/decision 

makers 

This category includes local, 
regional, national and 
European authorities and 
policy makers active in the 
high education and 
innovation sectors. It also 

• Raise awareness for the situation of inequality in 
the ICT/IST sector 

• Engage the “opinion makers” to promote the 
future GEPs into policy suggestions to influence 
possible future national and EU efficient 
regulations 

mailto:isabelle.vernos@crg.eu
mailto:genera@desy.de
http://www.plotina.eu/plotina-contact/
mailto:mloneil@khas.edu.tr
mailto:rosa.quiles@khas.edu.tr
http://www.khas.edu.tr/gender/120
mailto:bkisakurek@geomar.de
mailto:vanbreemen@e-nemo.nl
mailto:jmuller@uoc.edu
mailto:Nicole.bienge@vde.com
mailto:s.buehrer@isi.fraIunhofer.de
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includes public 
administration bodies and 
local, regional educational 
systems 

• Assisting in pushing for policy making at national, 
European or international level 

Researchers This category includes 
individuals who perform 
research activities. Gender 
Equality Experts, university 
professors, students and 
candidates for future 
university departments for 
implementing GEPs are also 
included in this category. 

• Engage the researchers and the academic 
community to get input information  

• Raise awareness of the project, its objectives and 
activities 

• Disseminate the achievements to the Research 
community 

• Disseminate the questionnaires to the researchers 

• Ensure and boost their participation in the 
crowdsourcing platform 

Institutions This category includes 
university representatives for 
implementing GEPs and also 
RPOs and RFOs 

• Disseminate the results of the implementation of 
GEPs 

• Present methodological guidelines and exchange 
methodological approaches 

• Provide relevant feedback and recommendations 

• Increase participation in the crowdsourcing 
platform 

Initiatives This category includes local, 
national or European 
initiatives interested in GEPs 

• EURAXESS to be considered as a primary target 
group and a crucial stakeholder 

• Establish synergies with interested networks and 
initiatives 

• Raise awareness  

• Enhance the crowd sourced GEP design  

• Information and support in the development of 
gender research design 

NGOs This category includes NGOs 
and organizations specialized 
in Gender Equality 

• Raise awareness 

• Exchange ideas to ensure gender equality 

• Promote the crowdsourcing platform 

• Provide relevant feedback 

• Promote collaboration in awareness raising 
activities 

National Groups 
and Networks 

This category includes 
national trade unions and 
ICT/IST networks specialized 
in Gender Equality 

• Raise awareness 

• Promote the crowdsourcing platform 

• Provide relevant feedback 

• Disseminate the results of the implementation of 
GEPs 

Internal and 
External Evaluators 

This category includes the 
sub-contract evaluators 
(External evaluators) as 
academic and educational 
consultants 

• Disseminate the project’s process and results 

• Provide relevant feedback 

• Assess methodology 
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Advisory Board This category includes key 
experts who are confirmed 
members of the Advisory 
Board. The Consortium may 
decide to invite further 
members 

• Provide with feedback and results 

• Assess methodology and indicators 

• Promote the participation in the crowdsourcing 
platform 

• Disseminate the practices and the achievements 
of the implementation of GEPs 

• Present the systemic methodology 

• Identify and disseminate best practices  

Private ICT 
organizations 

This category includes ICT/IST 
companies and startups, 
research centers and 
incubators 

• Ensure their participation in the crowdsourcing 
platform 

• Raise awareness about the inequality in the 
ICT/IST sector 

• Promote the impact of the research 

• Exchange ideas 

• Disseminate the scientific publications and the 
results 

• Promote good practices for future possible 
implementation of GEPs into the private sector 
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9 Annex IV Protocol for collaboration signed 
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